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BEYOND WORDS

BY URSZULA ANTONIAK

Cast: Jakub Gierszał, Andrzej Chyra | German / Polish
(OV), English subtitled
Michael and his boss and best friend Franz feel at
home in Berlin’s hip restaurants, bars and clubs.
There is seemingly no difference between them,
but Michael, who emigrated from Poland after the
death of his mother several years ago, still pays
extra attention to his accent. Michael is thrown
into turmoil when a run-down Polish bohemian

FROM THE MULTIPLE AWARD-WINNING
WRITER-DIRECTOR URSZULA ANTONIAK
(“NOTHING PERSONAL”).
FROM THE PRODUCERS OF OSCAR® -WINNING
“IDA” (BEST FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILM)
shows up on his doorstep and claims to be his
father. Father and son, two complete strangers
spend a weekend together, torn between empathy,
rejection and mistrust. As Michael’s roots catch up
with him, a painful crisis seems inevitable ...

CURRENT SLATE
PLEASE CONTACT OUR SALES TEAM TO WATCH
FIRST SELECTED SCENES.

Shot in black and white, the highly atmospheric
and multi-layered drama touches on the difficult
subject of assimilation and identity. It stars
European Shooting Star Jakub Gierszał (“Spoor”,
“The Lure”) and one of the most highly acclaimed
Polish actors Andrzej Chyra (“Katyn”, “Land of
Oblivion”).

MY BROTHER SIMPLE
BY MARKUS GOLLER
Cast: David Kross, Frederick Lau |
German (OV), English subtitled

CURRENT SLATE

When his mentally handicapped brother is to be sent
to a home, Ben and Simple run away, trying to find
their long-lost father.
“Simple” is based on the novel by the world-famous French
writer Marie-Aude Murail and stars two of Germany’s
most talented actors: David Kross (“The Reader”) and
Frederick Lau (“Victoria”, “The Wave”). This touching
and entertaining buddy road movie is directed by the
successful “Friendship” director Markus Goller.

JULIAN SCHNABEL:
A PRIVATE PORTRAIT
BY PAPPI CORSICATO
Cast: Julian Schnabel, Al Pacino,
Willem Dafoe | English (OV)

WHATEVER HAPPENS
CURRENT SLATE

A mesmerizing portrait of Julian Schnabel, an
Oscar ® -nominated filmmaker, a father and family
man, including commentary from friends such as
Al Pacino, Willem Dafoe and Bono.
Acclaimed director Pappi Corsicato presents an undisclosed
glimpse into the life of Julian Schnabel, a titan of painting
and filmmaking and enfant terrible of the art scene.

BY NIELS LAUPERT
Cast: Sylvia Hoeks, Fahri Yardim |
German (OV) English subtitled

CURRENT SLATE

WHATEVER HAPPENS begins where other love stories
end – with a couple’s last night together. Their breakup is decided – until dawn, Hannah and Julian have to
leave and clear out their apartment.
Dutch Shooting Star Sylvia Hoeks (“Renegades”, “Blade
Runner 2049”) and Fahri Yardim (“Nick: Off Duty”, “The
Physician”) show outstanding on-screen chemistry. Niels
Laupert directs this couple’s very last night as a rollercoaster ride through all the stages of a modern relationship.

SHANGHAI
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

LUNA’S REVENGE

THE FINAL JOURNEY

BERLIN FALLING

When Luna’s family is killed in cold blood on a
mountain vacation, she barely escapes and then
discovers she’s been living a lie: her dad was a Russian
secret agent, and her family was just a front. She
wants revenge ...

A former Nazi officer goes on a final journey to the
Ukraine with his granddaughter to find the only
woman he ever loved.

When Frank Balzer picks up hitchhiker Andreas on his
way to Berlin, the ex-Green Beret has no idea what
he’s getting into: a bomb in the car, a man on a deadly
mission, and a child in mortal danger!

BY KHALED KAISSAR
Cast: Lisa Vicari, Carlo Ljubek, Benjamin Sadler |
German (OV), English subtitled
CURRENT SLATE

Inspired by a true story, LUNA is both gripping drama
and espionage thriller. Lisa Vicari (“Hell”) delivers an
outstanding performance in the directorial debut by
Khaled Kaissar, the producer of “Stereo”.

BY NICK BAKER-MONTEYS
Cast: Jürgen Prochnow, Petra Schmidt-Schaller |
German (OV), English subtitled
CURRENT SLATE

The gripping and touching drama about love, forgiveness
and the long shadows of the past with Jürgen Prochnow
(“The Boat”, “The Da Vinci Code”) and Petra Schmidt-Schaller
(“Stereo”, “My Life in Orange”), one of the most talented
German actresses. Helmed by prize-winning director Nick
Baker-Monteys (“The Man Who Jumped Cars”).

BY KEN DUKEN
Cast: Ken Duken, Tom Wlaschiha |
German (OV), English subtitled

COMING SOON

Ken Duken (“Northmen”, “Coming In”) and “Game of
Thrones” star Tom Wlaschiha in an action-packed,
edge-of-your seat thriller, in which the two characters
match wits and charisma, hurtling down the autobahn
at breakneck speed towards a knock-out finale.

LUIS AND THE ALIENS (3D)
BY WOLFGANG AND CHRISTOPH LAUENSTEIN
English (OV)

COMING SOON

MARNIE’S WORLD (3D)

BY WOLFGANG AND CHRISTOPH LAUENSTEIN
English (OV)
COMING SOON

OOOPS! THE ADVENTURE
CONTINUES … (3D)

BY TOBY GENKEL AND SEAN MCCORMACK
English (OV)
COMING SOON

12-year-old Luis makes friends with three awkward
little aliens who crash their spaceship. In return for
Luis‘ help finding what they came for, they try to save
Luis from boarding school - and a tumultuous adventure takes its course.

Spoiled house cat Marnie is lured into a secret agent
job that finally brings her out on the streets. She
teams up with a bunch of runaway animals – a donkey,
a dog and a rooster – to track down a gang of notorious
thieves.

The young Nestrian Finny and his best mate Leah, a
Grymp, accidentally fall out of the ark and are swept
out to sea, but get separated by a storm. Leah lands
on a beau ti ful island that is regularly shaking and
smoking from the mountain top ...

An extraordinary extraterrestrial animated feature film
from the producers of worldwide successes “Niko” and
“Ooops! Noah is Gone?”, written and directed by Academy
Award® winners Wolfgang and Christoph Lauenstein.

A high-profile 3D animated feature film directed by
Academy Award® -winning brothers Christoph and
Wolfgang Lauenstein (“Balance”) offering great entertainment for the whole family.

In this second instalment of the internationally successful
3D animation “OOOPS! NOAH IS GONE?”, our courageous
youngsters once again go through many thrilling adventures and eventually save all of the animals in the ark.
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